In this paper we shall attempt to show that the results of conductivity experiments with alkali caseinate solutions support the conclusions at which we arrived from transference experiments described in the previous paper.
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All the determinations which were made by us were carried out according to the well known Kohlrausch method. An oscillator with a tuning fork (one thousand vibrations per second) was used for the source of current, and the readings were made with the aid of a Leeds and Northrup slide-wire bridge and telephone. The platinum electrodes were coated with platinum black. The solutions which were used in these experiments were analyzed for casein and for alkali concentration as described in the previous paper. The water which was used had an average conductivity of 3 X 10 -6 mhos.
A number of investigators have determined the conductivity of alkali caseinate solutions (Laqueur and Sackur (1), Robertson (2) , and quite recently Pauli and Matula (3)). It is interesting to compare the results of the different investigators, including those obtained by us. In Table I there are collected certain of the conductivity data at comparable concentrations. Although the results are all of the same order of magnitude they vary considerably among themselves. It is also to be observed that the different series of our own COM2?OUNDS OF CASEIN WITH ALKALI. II determinations vary among themselves by as much as 10 per cent. However, by taking the averages and discarding the values which vary widely from the mean, values are obtained which are probably correct within a few per cent, plus or minus. This statement will be justified when the extrapolation of our data to infinite dilution is considered. It is rather gratifying to find that our average results correspond rather well with those of Pauli, which are the most recent of those cited in the literature.
When one considers that the accuracy of the Kohirausch method for the determination of the conductivity of electrolytes ordinarily lies within 1 per cent, it appears that some factor which at present is not obvious enters into the method when applied to protein solutions. About 20 years ago Hardy (4) claimed that the use of platinum black electrodes led to inaccuracies in estimating the conductivity of protein solutions; but Robertson (2) considers that he has been able to overcome the objections raised by Hardy. However, our own work, as well as the work of others, points to the need of a reinvestigation of this subject.
The problem of extrapolating the conductivity data to infinite dilutions is a complex one. The degree of ionization is not nearly as large as in such salts as potassium or sodium chloride. To determine the conductivity in very dilute solutions offers many difficulties. The only other alternative lies in the possibility of discovering a dilution law which is obeyed by these solutions, and of solving either analytically or graphically for the value at infinite dilution. Many such empirical methods have been suggested for strong electrolytes. All of these are essentially modifications of Storch's (5) equation. For the purpose of plotting, this may be put in the form By plotting some power of CA against the reciprocal of the equivalent conductivity, the value of A0 is obtained by prolonging the 1 curve obtained to the point where (C A) n = 0; at that point -i-= Ao. X Of course this can be done with the greatest degree of certainty when the graph obtained is a straight line; so that generally it is sought to use such a value of n as will give a straight line.
Pauli and Matula (3) in their conductivity studies of alkali caseinates, attempt to extrapolate their data by plotting the concentration against the equivalent conductivity. This unfortunately does not give a straight line, which introduces a good deal of uncertainty in their extrapolation. Mindful of the fact that for many strong 1 electrolytes plotting (CA) ! against A gives a straight line, we plotted our data in this way and found the resulting graph to be a straight line. 
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The extrapolation curves are given in Figs. 1 to 4.
In Table II the values of A0 are given which were obtained by extrapolation, and the mobilities of the casein ion at different temperatures which were found by subtracting the mobilities of the cation from the equivalent conductivity at infinite dilution. The values of the mobilities of Na +, K +, and Cs + at different temperatures were calculated from data taken from Landolt-B6rnstein Tabellen (60, on the mobilities of ions at 18°C. and their temperature coefficients. The average values of casein ion mobilities obtained are 35 mhos for 25°C., 47 mhos for 30°C., and 65 mhos for 35°C. The value of the casein ion mobility at 30°C., agrees very well with the average result obtained from transference determinations, namely45.3. Since all transference experiments were carried out at 30°C., the data do not permit the checking of the mobilities which were found by the conductivity method for other temperatures. Pauli and Matula, who worked at 25°C., extrapolated their results by the method already mentioned and obtained values for the mobility of the casein ion between 28 and 32.5 mhos, in solutions containing between approximately 5 to 10 cc. of 0.1 N alkali per gm. of casein. However, with the meager and uncertain data at hand, much confidence cannot be given to these extrapolations.
Pauli and Matula (3), using Ostwald's (7) empirical formula (the valence of the acid is given by the formula A i024 --A ~2 = 10 X n, in which A is the equivalent conductivity at the dilutions given by the subscripts, and n is the valence of the acid), obtained from their conductivity results a value of 3 for casein as an acid. Using our results at 25°C. we obtain the following values for n: 3.35 from the experiments on potassium caseinate, 2.62 from the sodium caseinate experiments, and 3.25 from cesium caseinate experiments. It is to be remembered that the equivalent weight of casein was estimated to be about 2,000 at complete saturation with alkali. Cohn and Hendry (8) , from an analysis of the amino acid content of casein, came to the conclusion that the minimum molecular weight is at least 13,000 which would give a valence of 6 instead of 3. On the basis that the molecular weight of casein is about 13,000, Cohn and l Landolt-B6mstein (6) tions of about pH = 7 as follows: The maximum combining capacity of casein for bases is approximately 15.9 cc. of 0.1 N alkali per gm. Then in solutions with 5 cc. of 0.1 N alkali per gin. of casein (pH --5 6.5) the number of acid groups combined is ~ X 23, or seven groups.
We have still another way of approaching this problem. Randall (9) has pointed out that on plotting the degree of ionization obtained from conductivity against the concentration, or the square root of the concentration, salts of the same valence type give prac-tically the same oarves. Thus he points out that the chlorides, bromides, and iodides of lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium, and ammonium are all ionized to about the same extent, and so on for other types of salts. By plotting the ionization curve of our casein solutions we can compare it with the curves of the salts of the various valence types and observe to which type it most closely approaches. This we have done in Fig. 5 , but instead of using the concentration or the square root of the concentration, we have used 
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due to the meagerness of the data and the restricted range of temperatures, the generalizations made must be taken with reserve. The change of conductivity with temperature for strong electrolytes has been shown to follow a linear relationship (10) . It is of interest to determine whether the conductivity of the alkali caseinate solutions also has a linear temperature relationship. That this is so over the range covered by us is shown in Fig. 6 , in which the equivalent conductivity is plotted against the temperature for cesium caseinate and for sodium caseinate. The results with the same solution measured at different temperatures are used in each case. In Fig. 7 the temperature curves are plotted for the mobility of the casein ion, together with curves of sodium and potassium ion mobilities for comparison. The points on the casein ion curve are the average values obtained by extrapolating our conductivity data. The graph in this case too, is a straight line, which favors the view that typical salt-like compounds are formed by the combination of casein (and by implication, of other proteins) with alkalies.
Since the change of conductivity with temperature follows a straight line, we can express the relationship by the formula A t --A n + bt in which A n and b are constants. If we now differentiate dA we get for the temperature gradient the expression ~-= b. Since the change of mobilities with temperatures also gives straight line graphs, we obtain for their temperature gradients similar expressions; for example From Fig. 7 we obtain for the gradient of the casein ion mobility, 3 mhos per degree centigrade; for the sodium ion 1.05 mhos, for potassium 1.32 mhos, and for cesium 1.44 mhos per degree. Then b y adding the value for each cation respectively to the value for the casein ion, there are obtained as temperature gradients on complete ionization, for sodium caseinate, 4.05 mhos, for K caseinate, 4.32 mhos, and for cesium caseinate, 4.44 mhos per degree centigrade. No explanation as to why the gradient for the casein ion should be so large in comparison to the other known ions is offered at this time.
Taking into consideration what we know about the size of the protein molecule, the value for the mobility of the casein ion which was obtained by us from transport number experiments and conductivity experiments seems exceedingly high. At 30°C. we have an average value of 45.3 mhos for the casein ion mobility, which is higher than the value of the lithium ion (43.7 mhos) and about equal to that of the acetate ion (45 mhos). J.W. McBain has published a very interesting theory to account for the high conductivity of soap solutions, which he believes also applies to other Colloidal electrolytes including proteins in solution. In the paper by McBain and Salmon (11) they state, "Colloidal electrolytes are salts in which an ion has been replaced by a heavily hydrated polyvalent micelle that carries an equivalent sum-total of electrical charges and conducts electricity just as well or even better than the simple ion it replaces." McBain gives the following mechanical explanation, based on Stoke's law, for the high mobility. For a sphere of radius r moving through a liquid of viscosity n, the velocity V will be V = F 67mr ' in which F is the force and the other terms have the meaning previously given. In conductivity experiments, the force F is due to the electrical charge on the ion and equals 1 faraday of electricity per gin. ion. If now a number of ions coalesce, say t ions, the force will become tF, and the radius of the sphere will now become t~ r. F The new velocity will then be VI = t{ --which is t] times the old 67mr one, other factors remaining the same. This also means that there would be an increased mobility by the same amount, if t ions should coalesce to form one ion with t times the previous charge. However, McBain claims that the actual increase will be less than this calculated amount, since the enhanced electrostatic potential will attract water molecules and other material which will cut down the mobility. The aggregate that is produced will become a heavily hydrated micelle. McBain has brought forth much experimental data to support this view for soap solutions. For the proteins, while what little data we have supports it, the information is as yet too small for a sweeping conclusion. Another point that has some bearing upon McBain's idea as applied to protein solutions is the large increase in the mobility of the casein ion with increasing temperature, as found by ourselves. On the basis of McBain's idea this can be explained by larger aggregate formation or by decreased hydration of the existing ion or micelle. That there is increased aggregation is extremely unlikely; but ff we accept viscosity as a measure of hydration in protein solutions then dehydration does occur as the viscosity decreases with increased temperatures. McBain also found a high conductivity temperature coefficient in soap solutions, which he explains by assuming a dehydration of the complex soap micelle.
In the solutions with which we worked there could be no complicating effect of hydrogen or hydroxyl ions since the solutions were practically neutral, as shown by indicators and by the hydrogen electrode. That leaves only complex casein ions, as Robertson has supposed, or casein ions and inorganic cations, that take part in the carrying of the electric current.
We believe that our work can best be interpreted by the view that casein ions and inorganic cations are present in the solutions and they act as the carriers of the electric current. SU'M~ARY.
1. The results of conductivity experiments with alkali caseinate solutions are given and a graphical method of extrapolation, which gives a straight line, is described. The results of the conductivity experiments are shown to be in accord with the results of the previous transference experiments.
2. The change of conductivity of the alkali caseinate solutions with temperature is shown to follow a straight line relationship.
3. The high value of the mobility which was obtained for the casein ion and the high temperature gradient are discussed in relation to McBain's theory of colloidal electrolytes.
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